surrounds and fairways leading up to the green, or for cricket outfields and other sports turfs.

The hydraulically driven QA7 quick adjust 7 inch cutting units can operate in fixed or float settings as necessary, the front rollers coming with a choice of a smooth or grooved finish. Optional equipment includes a smooth or grooved roller scraper and grass boxes.

A choice of five- or eight-blade cylinders, each with a choice of 66 or 76cm (26 or 30in) wide cut are available with micro-lap backlighting standard. Mowing height can be adjusted in 3mm steps, from 9.5 to 76mm, and overall cutting width is 1.8m (72in).

9.5 to 76mm, and overall cutting can be adjusted in 3mm steps, from 610mm to the left or right. The Sidewinder option is well worth looking into for mowing close to vulnerable bunker edges or when mowing under overhanging shrubbery.

More recently, Toro has fitted Dual Precision Adjustment (DPA), cutting units to the 3100 series. This makes setting the cylinder to bottom blade clearance easier, with the claim it makes it more straightforward to hold a sharp edge for longer too.

Part of the DPA system is the use of a honeycomb die-cast aluminium frame. According to Toro the cast frame is less liable to distort in service, with strength up by 30% with much improved rigidity when compared to fabricated designs. The bottom blade can be quickly removed, replaced and reset with the claim that this speeds up the process.

Power comes from 20hp, three-cylinder diesel with a traction system that is designed to offer good stability on wet or hilly terrain. The layout of the mower is claimed to aid both stability and traction, with the central unit remaining.

Power comes from a three-cylinder 21.2hp Kubota diesel with operating width choices of 1.8m to 2.16m. Height of cut can be set from 63mm to 510mm in the standard float position or 380mm to 640mm in the fixed position. Verti-cut units and rear roller brushes are further options that are now available since the introduction of DPA units.
NEW PRODUCTS

The latest products on the market reviewed

UNIQUE, NEW FOUR-IN-ONE COMBO FEEDS FINE TURF FOR 25% LESS

Vitax has combined a conventional fertiliser, a slow release organic fertiliser, Amino-Sorb R and a natural bacterium into a homogenous mini granule that feeds fine turf with an application rate 25% lower than parallel products. Enhance R, with even granules of between 1 and 2mm contains Amino-Sorb R, that stimulates healthy, deep rooting, increases wear resistance, stimulates chemical uptake and maximises the benefit of pesticides and plant growth regulators.

Enhance R is suitable for use on Golf Greens, Bowling Greens, Cricket Squares and Grass Tennis Courts throughout the growing season, at application rates of 15g to 25g per sq metre ie 150kg to 250kg per hectare.

www.vitaxamenity.co.uk

INNOVATIVE SNOW CLEARANCE MACHINERY TO BE UNVEILED AT SALTEX

Two developments in snow clearance technology will be unveiled by Wiedemann UK at Saltex. Ice Master™ is a clever dual-spreader which is sufficiently compact to negotiate pathways and pedestrian routes. The innovative box unit can spread metered quantities of salt, sand or grit either via a drop spreader or spinner system. With a flick of a switch the operator can change settings without leaving the seat.

Wiedemann will also launch three styles of super smooth complementary snow blades. The blades are part of Wiedemann’s growing Snow Master™ range. Each features a built-in shock absorption system.

See Wiedemann UK at stand V26A at SALTEX, Sept 7 – 9, 2010

01530 510000 www.vitaxamenity.co.uk

NEW MACHINE FROM SEPPI PROVES TO BE A STAR

The drive to do more with less and to do better has never been as keen as it is today. For many years Seppi have made a large range of mulching heads for excavators and in more recent years they have diversified into stump grinders and stone crushers.

The New Seppi Star FC combines these machines into one very heavy duty head that is designed to be fitted to excavators from 15-35 tonnes and to take up to 300hp.

The Star FC is designed to grind stumps up to 40 cm, crush stones up to 15 cm, destroy roots to a depth of 30 cm, till the soil to a depth of 30 cm, to prepare for new planting, mulch unwanted vegetation up to 40 cm, and revalue stone tracks or roads.

01892 890364

GATOR GETS NEW OLIVE LIVERY

John Deere has introduced a new version of its popular XUV 850D high performance 4x4 utility vehicle, in olive and black livery. This model is aimed at customers who prefer an alternative to the usual bright green and yellow colour scheme.

This olive and black Gator is fitted as standard with aggressive tread, off-road style tyres, but otherwise is the same specification as the existing XUV model, with a steel tipping cargo box.

The XUV Gator is specifically designed for off-road and rough-terrain performance, and is based on a hydroformed steel frame for increased durability. It also offers a true four-wheel drive traction system to maintain excellent traction in the toughest ground conditions.

The XUV Gator’s 24hp (850cc) liquid-cooled, three-cylinder Yanmar diesel engine is the most powerful and quickest accelerating in its class, with the fastest top speed at 30mph in high range.

Advanced clutching ensures smooth power delivery and engine braking assistance from the dual range, continuously variable transmission.

All round independent suspension offers improved handling, operator comfort and ride quality, which enables the XUV Gator to follow rough and bumpy terrain with ease.

Additional operator friendly features include a gear box and storage compartment, cup holder, 12V power outlet and integrated 50mm (2in) rear hitch.

Base UK list price of the new John Deere olive and black XUV 850D utility vehicle, which is available in limited numbers this summer, for £11,033 plus VAT.

024 7630 8912
www.johndeere.co.uk

MORE POWER TO YOUR ELMOW!

A battery electric pedestrian fine turf mower will be launched by Allett, this month, at SALTEX. Designed, built and tested at Allett’s development and engineering centre in Hinson, Staffordshire, the Allett ELMOW to be offered in 510mm and 610mm cutting widths to suit the mowing requirements of bowls and golf clubs, turf maintenance contractors and those looking after quality ornamental lawns.

Shown left, handles on top of the slide-in battery pack enable fast, convenient removal and replacement.

01892 890364

NEW SUPATURF BROCHURE

Vitax Supaturf’s brand new brochure is now available with details of their full range of line marking machines, marking paints and accessories.

Fronted by the top selling XUV recognized as the industry standard, exported worldwide and now with a new, 2.0 litre fuel tank that can be either factory fitted or purchased in kit form for simple self assembly, the brochure also covers details of the no-compromise high quality TLS marking machine and the latest, top-of-the-range XUVs. Built as the perfect partner to the highly cost-effective Supa Stadia Eco line marking paint.

Other line marking liquids – the full Supa Stadia range, Briteliner, Supastripes – the full range of Stadia marking machines and the latest, top selling TXe, is now available in kit form for simple self-assembly.

Fitted or purchased can be either factory fitted or direct from the company.

01530 510000
www.vitax.co.uk

www.johndeere.co.uk
NEW PRODUCTS

The latest products on the market reviewed

UNIQUE, NEW FOUR-IN-ONE COMBO FEEDS FINE TURF FOR 25% LESS

Vitax has combined a conventional fertiliser, a slow release organic fertiliser, Amino-Sorb R and a natural bacterium into a homogenous mini granule that feeds fine turf with an application rate 25% lower than parallel products. Enhance R, with even granules of between 1 and 2mm contains Amino-Sorb R, that stimulates healthy, deep rooting, increases wear benefit of pesticides and plant growth regulators. Enhance R is suitable for use on Golf Greens, Bowling Greens, Cricket Squares and Grass Tennis Courts throughout the growing season, at application rates of 15g to 25g per sq metre ie 150kg to 250kg per hectare.

01530 510060 www.vitaxurnanity.co.uk

INNOVATIVE SNOW CLEARANCE MACHINERY TO BE UNVEILED AT SALTEX

Two developments in snow clearance technology will be unveiled by Wiedenmann UK at SalteX. Ice Master™ is a clever dual-spreadер which is sufficiently compact to negotiate pathways and pedestrian routes. The innovative box unit can spread metered quantities of salt, sand or grit either via a drop spreader or spinner system. With a flick of a switch the operator can change settings without leaving the seat.

Enhancement will also launch three styles of super smooth complementary snow blades. The blades are part of Wiedenmann’s growing Snow Master™ range. Each features a built-in shock absorption system.

See Wiedenmann UK at stand V26A at SalteX, Sept 7 – 9, 2010

01892 890364

NEW MACHINE FROM SEPPI PROVES TO BE A STAR

The drive to do more with less and to do better has never been as keen as it is today. For many years Seppi have made a large range of mulching heads for excavators and in more recent years they have diversified into stump grinders and stone crushers.

The New Seppi Star FC combines these machines into one very heavy duty head that is designed to be fitted to excavators from 15-35 tonnes and to take up to 300hp. The Star PC is designed to grind stumps up to 40 cm, crush stones up to 15 cm, destroy roots to a depth of 30 cm, till the soil to a depth of 30 cm, to prepare for new planting, muck unwanted vegetation up to 40 cm, and reasphalt stone tracks or roads.

01892 890364


GATOR GETS NEW OLIVE LIVERY

John Deere has introduced a new version of its popular XUV 850D high performance 4x4 utility vehicle, in olive and black livery. This model is aimed at customers who prefer an alternative to the usual bright green and yellow colour scheme.

This olive and black Gator is fitted as standard with aggressive tread, off-road style tyres, but otherwise is the same specification as the existing XUV model, with a steel tipping cargo box.

The XUV Gator is specifically designed for off-road and rough-terrain performance, and is based on a hydroformed steel frame for increased durability. It also offers a true four-wheel drive traction system to maintain excellent traction in the toughest ground conditions.

The XUV Gator’s 24hp (850cc) liquid-cooled, three-cylinder Yanmar diesel engine is the most powerful and quickest accelerating in its class, with the fastest top speed at 30mph in high range.

Advanced clutching ensures smooth power delivery and engine braking assistance from the dual range, continuously variable transmission.

All round independent suspension offers improved handling, operator comfort and ride quality, which enables the XUV Gator to follow rough and bumpy terrain with ease.

024 7630 8912

www.johndeere.co.uk

MORE POWER TO YOUR ELMOW!

A battery electric pedestrian fine-turf mower will be launched by Allet, this month, at SalteX. Designed, built and tested at Allet’s development and engineering centre in Hinson, Staffordshire, the Alett ELMOW is to be offered in 510mm and 610mm cutting widths to suit the mowing requirements of bowls and golf clubs, turf maintenance contractors and those looking after quality ornamental lawns.

Shown left, handles on top of the slide-in battery pack enable fast, convenient removal and replacement.

01530 510060

www.allet.co.uk

NEW SUPATURF BROCHURE

Vitax Supaturf’s third new brochure is now available with details of their full range of line marking machines, marking paints and accessories.

Fronted by the top selling XE3, renowned as the industry standard, exported worldwide and now with a new, 2.5 litre fuel tank that can be either factory fitted or purchased as a kit form for simple self assembly, the brochure also contains details of the no-compromise, high quality SLS marking machine and the latest, top-of-the-range XE3L, built as the perfect partner to the highly concentrated Supa Stadia Eco line marking paint.

Olive marking liquids – the full Supaturf Stadia range, Britain, developed for use with transfer wheel or box type marking machines such as the Supaturf Brit, as the full range of Stadia Colours are joined by Sunmolt AeroMark. The new Supaturf brochure is available from Vitax Supaturf representatives or direct from the company

www.vitax.co.uk

01530 510060

www.vitax.co.uk
How to access the BIGGA Training & Development Manual

1. Go to the BIGGA website www.bigga.org.uk
2. Click on the Members area, the Jobs page or the Education page and click on the BIGGA Training & Development Manual link.
3. Enter your login details and select the BIGGA Training & Development Manual from the left hand menu.

The seminar with Tlhit Zonitek and John Kamiński, which had to be cancelled in April due to the volcanic ash, has been rescheduled for October 10th. The event will cover the history of the Open Championship and the role of the media in shaping its image. The seminar will be held at the Scottish Golf Union headquarters in Perth and is open to all members. Attendees are encouraged to register in advance to secure their place.
A valuable membership benefit the manual can be accessed via the BIGGA website on the Education, Jobs’ & Development Manual from the left hand menu. Simply log in using your surname and Members’ areas. Designed around a theme of 18 holes users can gain access to training records, job specifications, job descriptions, sample contracts of employment, appraisal forms and detailed information about the BIGGA Training & Development Manual which should be commended in its current form. Well done to all and I hope you are around for another 25 years, I might joke that the way pensions are going I don’t think I will be too far off the mark.

Another item worth a mention is the recent retirement of Bob Brevon, of Alexander McDougall Mowers, who has decided it’s time to put the slippers at the machine or operator thank you can enjoy more time with the family. Scottish Region

The seminar with Stan Zontek and John Kaminski, which had to be cancelled in April due to the volcanic ash, has been rescheduled for Wednesday, September 1 at the training room at Elmwood Golf Course, Tyne.

There will be more details on the website www.biggacentral.com.

The seminar taking place is the e-ball with Arthur Dunn, Charlie MacDonald, Lewis Birch, Gary Simpley, Mike Carson and Elliot Small all picking up prizes. A valuable membership benefit the manual can be accessed via the BIGGA website on the Education, Jobs’ & Development Manual from the left hand menu. Simply log in using your surname and Members’ areas. Designed around a theme of 18 holes users can gain access to training records, job specifications, job descriptions, sample contracts of employment, appraisal forms and Member’s areas.

Designed around a theme of 18 holes users can gain access to training records, job specifications, job descriptions, sample contracts of employment, appraisal forms and Member’s areas.

Designed around a theme of 18 holes users can gain access to training records, job specifications, job descriptions, sample contracts of employment, appraisal forms and Member’s areas.
Around The Green

Hello everyone hope you are all well and coping with the heatwave. The Section would like to congratulate Scott Baxter, of Bingley Golf Club, who has kindly sponsored by Bob Wilde Grass Machines. We all had a good turn out and it was nice to see some new faces. The results are follows, Div 1, Nick Craft (with an impressive 42 pts); 2. Dave Collins, 3. Stuart Mason. Steve Rovers 3 Steve Trowdale, Div 3 1 Joe Baxter 2 Pete Colley 3 Dave Featherton. Nearest on the pin this month: Div 1 D. Graham Arnold, 15th Your truly. The trade price gave to Mr Gloy. The President’s Trophy was won.

The Section would like to congratulate Scott Baxter, of Bingley Golf Club, who has kindly sponsored by Bob Wilde Grass Machines. We all had a good turn out and it was nice to see some new faces. The results are follows, Div 1, Nick Craft (with an impressive 42 pts); 2. Dave Collins, 3. Stuart Mason. Steve Rovers 3 Steve Trowdale, Div 3 1 Joe Baxter 2 Pete Colley 3 Dave Featherton. Nearest on the pin this month: Div 1 D. Graham Arnold, 15th Your truly. The trade price gave to Mr Gloy. The President’s Trophy was won.

West 3 ½ to 2 ½. Well done lads everyone has been working hard and it’s good to see the progress we have made. Well done Steve and your staff, your hard work and effort must be worthwhile.

Midland

Well here we are again, another month’s edition of the Section’s newsletter. As usual we have some news and views that I know the month is wrong, but Nigel Tyler will be competing in the Midland Heads of Turf Machinery for helping in the course. That must be great, pity others don’t follow there lead.

Eastern Midlands

Hello all, firstly I would like to make two apologies, the first is for the delay in getting this month’s newsletter out, its usual air in the last two issues, we have addressed this and I’m not going to continue to bother you with excuses, just get on with the job. Secondly, there has been a complaint from one of our members that has been trying to contact our Secretary, Andy de Wet. He has now moved and is living in the twilight zone! Seriously though he is now settled in to his new home in Cambuslang, and he can be contacted in the usual manner.

With no posting any news for two months we ought to catch up with some vital and important fixtures etc, it has been requested that everyone has been working hard and it’s been a real struggle getting that into shape this winter and it’s been a real hard slog getting that into shape and it’s been a long hard struggle getting it into shape. If anyone asked me ‘why my lawn is growing, I cut it last week’, my answer would be the sun with one word – BRILLIANT.

The golf course course was again a good shape, golfers informed of the problems and I hope the members now have a full understanding of the work and long hours, however, it is also very enjoyable and rewarding at the same time. You will probably be willing, I might even say very happy to hit the bunker on hole number one instead of on the tee.

South East

We have some news and views for the BMW this month I say this month we did not get the credit they deserved because of all the talk about the marketing. The club had the weather on the design but they had a say in the management and I would be very interested in what that was, please send in your pictures of the green. Many thanks. Pete Smith, Steve Beverley, Ivingham Golf Club.

East of England

Hello all. So another day goes by with no news to report. Whatever the weather it’s the east coast! That’s about 5mm in five weeks now as I write at last month’s meeting of the Section there was some talk about the problems but we are all well. We are all aware of the problems but we have to produce. They say ‘no pain no gain’ so I am sure we have a well deserved rest. Well done to the pair for being selected, it is an incredible honour to be able to serve professionals at the highest level and made even more special by being at the Home of Golf. Let us hope they all come back safe and sound. I am sure you will be making your presence known at the home of golf and watching the matches. We hope that the team will be able to carry on the traditions of the past and we will be under none stop rain and the brown fairways, dormant grass and dry patch concerns will be a thing of the past.

South East

Hello all. Morgan hill may well have the right of way. I’m just wondering what’s coming next month. Anyway that’s enough gossiping. My next piece of news is something I find quite disturbing. I thought good old British ever hear of redundancies in our Section let alone in our profession, which is why I was always regarded as a safe zone of employment in the past. I do hope this good news of recent recomposition go on, we have had two members who have lost their jobs. I am sure we will see less before we see some light at the end of the tunnel.

Another piece of news that has recently hit the Sky Sport I reckoned Steve Crom, Course Manager, can be congratulated on his presentation of the course. As you could see it was immaculate, even the pros were complimentary. Well done Steve and your staff, your hard work and effort must be worthwhile.

North East

“Look right”, whose got the right of way. I’m just wondering what’s coming next month. Anyway that’s enough gossiping. My next piece of news is something I find quite disturbing. I thought good old British ever hear of redundancies in our Section let alone in our profession, which is why I was always regarded as a safe zone of employment in the past. I do hope this good news of recent recomposition go on, we have had two members who have lost their jobs. I am sure we will see less before we see some light at the end of the tunnel. As you all know Bradley Hall has recently had the PGA Seniors Championship. Having watched it on Sky Sport I reckoned Steve Crom, Course Manager, can be congratulated on his presentation of the course. As you could see it was immaculate, even the pros were complimentary. Well done Steve and your staff, your hard work and effort must be worthwhile.

Finally, more news about Close House Golf Club. They are in their new sheds by the time you read this there must have been a change in the weather as I thought it was the end of May when that was happening and it’s good to see them continuing to follow the same policy of tarmacing the barn to help them on the new course. That must be great, pity others don’t follow there lead.

Midland

Hello everyone is doing well and are looking after themselves. Hopefully everyone has finally got over the disappointment of another English Rop. I’m the first to admit that I did get a little carried away with the hype that surrounds our national team as you all probably noticed in my last notes.

Our Annual golf match was held at Forest Hill GC on the 11th May. I must thank everyone at Hillsborough for coming to our competition after a long break. It was a great day and we would like to thank you all for your machin- ery requirements of Jacobsen and Ransome.

If you have any news please let me know. The season is here at last and hopefully the good weather will continue. The course is taking shape nicely. After speaking to a lot of greenkeepers at a recent Section meeting saying the same thing What a tough winter followed by a hard spring. I do believe good communication takes the heat out of the times of trouble. Keeping the golfers informed of the problems can only help, so please don’t keep us in the dark. As the days get longer and warmer, may well be sucking each other!

By time of reading this we would have held summer tournament and BBG at Rothley, where our representatives for National Championship, sponsored by Kiobita and Char- terhouse, will be decided, I will update you with the results in the next issue. As always your committee works very hard to run the events, days off and education, we are hoping to soon be in a position to offer a place to relaxation and welcome to the little one. Beats a four of the 13th in work and long hours, however, it is also very enjoyable and rewarding at the same time. You will probably be willing, I might even say very happy to hit the bunker on hole number one instead of on the tee.

I hope you all have had a wonderful day once again. It was a fantastic day once again. It was a good to see all the members and wonderful happenings of the day. Please visit their website: www.stathamstogas.co.uk

Around The Green
Hello everyone you hope are all well and coping with the heatwave. The Section would like to congratulate Scott Baxter of Bingley GI on being appointed as the new Course Manager. Scott started his career with the BBC, before going on to manage the course at Marsden Golf Club for some years. We are sure that he will make a great addition to the team. As you will no doubt be aware, the course is currently undergoing a huge amount of work to improve it for the future and we hope you will all support this project. The Section is in the process of setting up a Facebook group to keep members updated on progress. This group will be called “Aitkens golf club members”. Just search on Facebook and once found, just click “Join Group” and you will be added. It should be up and running very soon. If you would like to be automatically added, please email your name and email address to me at: sean.m.dudgeon@gmail.com. If you need any further information, please contact me on 07973781016.

End to John O’Groats was white as the day once again and as said in my last month’s article. Remember if you have any news please let me know.

The season is here at last and Hurricane Force winds are sweeping across the country. The course is taking shape nicely. After speaking to a lot of greenkeepers across the country it is looking like the saying the same thing What a tough winter followed by a hard spring. I cannot see this changing any time soon. I do believe good communications is the key to pulling through in these tough times of trouble. Keeping the golfers informed of the problems going on in the homes is the only way to get over it. Sometimes this just is not possible. We at Maxwell Hill North West are looking forward to this winter and it’s a real hard slog getting into shape and into the season. One member asked me the other day “When will it be others out of green mode.” So I explained to him he must have my noticeboard, emails, golf news, posters in the clubhouse and web page, that we were having a tough year and have no idea what the weather etc. It will be open soon and will take time to be like the greens (115 years old).

The golfers are all very happy with the course and we will be sat under none of the patch concerns will be a thing of the past. Thanks to all the really hard working green staff and all the volunteers that give so much of their time for nothing. It is a privilege to have such a team.

At the end of the season the Headland Pairs competition will be held at Mercia Golf Club on Saturday 23rd October. The day will consist of a Ryder Cup style event and will be a great day out with a charity lunch, a day of golf and a fantastic evening meal. To book your place please contact Simon Johnson on 07920 674135. The cost will be £60 per person. The first 16 teams to book will be entered into the competition and the remainder will be placed on a waiting list.

Hello to all, if you would like to offer anything for next month then please feel free to get in touch. I have had a lot of correspondence regarding a course with Peter Muxton (Tee times) who is going to make an effort especially as this year is being held in my home town! I would like to thank all the Section members for your support. I am sure you will all enjoy reading our latest issue. We are also currently raising money for the national championship, which is being held at West Chalkley, where our representatives will be. The Section is in the process of setting up a Facebook page to keep members updated on progress. This page will be called “Aitkens golf club members”. Just search on Facebook and once found, just click “Join Group” and you will be added. It should be up and running very soon. If you would like to be automatically added, please email your name and email address to me at: sean.m.dudgeon@gmail.com. If you need any further information, please contact me on 07973781016.
that make it feel slightly better about our result. Being patriotic and all that I didn’t dare admit it but, our army will get us past the Germans at very favourable odds well before the first ball was kicked.

Enough football, so far this year we are having a true summer’s day of sunshine and the course that brings its own problem with water or lack of it. The wind (not personally) has been my problem and never getting the water right. Huge hoses, wetter pellets never mind the applications of water. Overall, and I have an overall score for this year, still it won’t last forever! I am not sure why but the club have just told me to order a verti-drain big enough for fairways, hopefully it made its local rep happy.

The results of the invitation at Stoneham will be in next month’s report. The autumn tournament is at Broadwater G.C. in October, remember this is our AGM and you can say your piece. More details will follow nearer the time.

That is for this month, I might just add Mobiles and the watch - the boats of course! Tony Cadd

South Coast

South West

Firstly, I have to give a huge thankyou to everyone for putting up with me in last month. I hope you enjoy your work, as James Johnson mentioned that was purely a psant and I promise you a 1st prize will go to the person with the most amount of time to detail. And spend they must spend a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!

The winners from Lyme Regis were as expected, extremely well paced and smoothest ball roll you could imagine. I have to mention the tee thinking to myself, don’t go left, just go up the hill and when the hill has a great amount of time to detail. Pure breathtaking!
**Surrey**

Great day in the calendar. Form should be in the post when there with another halfway hut. Plus Sherriff Amenities will also be the club’s Brewery is going to be golf dress welcome all day, so no have a BBQ after the golf with...

**Formations.**

The club is due to tee off. We were greeted to a beautiful day in the calendar. Form should be in the post when there with another halfway hut. Plus Sherriff Amenities will also be the club’s Brewery is going to be.

**Golf Dress Welcome!**

Great day in the calendar. Form should be in the post when there with another halfway hut. Plus Sherriff Amenities will also be the club’s Brewery is going to be golf dress welcome all day, so no have a BBQ after the golf with...

**Fixtures.**

The Summer Tournament will be held on July 21 at Musselburgh Golf Club. We will have a BBQ after the golf with golf dress welcome all day, so no have a BBQ after the golf with.

**Summer Tournament.**

The Summer Tournament will be held on July 21 at Musselburgh Golf Club. We will have a BBQ after the golf with golf dress welcome all day, so no have a BBQ after the golf with.

**Congratulations to Ian Morris.**

As I write this Germany have announced the team which includes... But honestly, cheers...

**Around The Green.**

Each month we take a light hearted look into the life of an assistant greenkeeper...

**Name:** Steve Hopkins

**Age:** 50

**Club:** RAF Cottemore

**Position:** First Assistant

1. What is your name?

Steve Hopkins

2. What was it about the career that attracted you?

The job sounded interesting and challenging.

3. If you weren’t a greenkeeper what do you think you’d be?

I was doing previously in the Royal Air Force.

4. Which task do you most enjoy doing and why?

Landscaping tasks are the most enjoyable, as they allow me to use my creativity.

5. Which task do you least enjoy doing and why?

Turf maintenance is the most time-consuming task.

6. Favourite band?

Unfortunately, I don’t have a favourite band as I rarely listen to music.

7. Hobbies?

I enjoy playing golf, reading, and spending time with my family.

---

**South Coast**

The sun is up, the sky is blue. There’s not a cloud to spoil the view.

The sun is up, the sky is blue. There’s not a cloud to spoil the view.

---

**South West**

Firstly, I have to give a huge thank you to everyone who supported me in last month. I hope you enjoyed our article, as I have mentioned that was purely a guest slot and I promise you I will do more of these in the future...

---

**Essex**

Essex Golf Club is the venue for our Summer Trophy. At the end of June we 53 lined up to tee off. We were greeted to a cloudless sky, hot temperatures and hardly any wind to speak of. This year the committee wanted to do something special for our 50th anniversary. So we asked Channelled if they would be prepared to put on a Bar-B-Q and this year we were rewarded with a great day. As promised.

**South Coast**

The sun is up, the sky is blue. There’s not a cloud to spoil the view.

---

**Around The Green**

The sun is up, the sky is blue. There’s not a cloud to spoil the view.

---

**Assistant Profile**

Bobby Sands, Steve, likes to search for the hero inside himself, but in doing so nearly collared with the invisible man.

**Name:** Niall O’Hara

**Age:** 30

**Club:** Rotherham Golf Club

**Position:** Assistant

1. How long have you been greenkeeping?

1 year

2. What was it about the career that attracted you?

The job sounded interesting and challenging.

3. If you weren’t a greenkeeper what do you think you’d be?

I was doing previously in the Royal Air Force.

4. Which task do you most enjoy doing and why?

Landscaping tasks are the most enjoyable, as they allow me to use my creativity.

5. Which task do you least enjoy doing and why?

Turf maintenance is the most time-consuming task.

6. Favourite band?

Unfortunately, I don’t have a favourite band as I rarely listen to music.

7. Hobbies?

I enjoy playing golf, reading, and spending time with my family.
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Devon and Cornwall

Estate Agency

Stuart Ashworth BSc, Indigrow’s Technical Director, agronomist and South West Regional Manager, together with members of his team, were on the road on June 8 this year.
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